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ABSTRACT

Context. S-type AGB stars (C/O ≈ 1) are thought to be transition objects from M-type (O-rich) AGB stars to carbon stars and as such are interesting objects in themselves. Of particular interest is to determine accurate circumstellar properties and molecular abundances, due to their predicted sensitivity to the photospheric C/O-ratio.
Aims. Presented here are new sensitive sub-millimetre line observations of molecules towards the S-type AGB star χ Cyg, using the HIFI instrument on-board the Herschel Space Observatory. The observed lines predominantly probe warm gas relatively close to the central star.
Methods. Detailed, non-LTE, radiative transfer modelling has been used in order to interpret the circumstellar molecular line observations performed using HIFI, assuming a spherically symmetric, smooth, accelerating wind.
Results. Lines from common molecules such as H$_2$O, CO and SiO, which are expected to be abundant in an S-type AGB star, are clearly detected (as well as some of their isotopologues) in the HIFI spectra. In addition, we detect lines from carbon-bearing molecules such as HCN and CN. The CO line modelling indicates that the mass-loss rate has not undergone any significant modulations during the past ≈1000 yr. The derived O/H$_2$O fractional abundance is ≈7 × 10$^{-6}$, i.e., lower than those obtained for a small sample of M-type AGB stars but higher than what has been derived for a few carbon stars. We further obtain a p-H$_2$O fractional abundance of ≈5 × 10$^{-6}$ giving an o/p-ratio of ≈1.4. Molecular line cooling is dominated by H$_2$O only in a region close to the star (≤5 × 10$^4$ cm). The SiO abundance is estimated to be ≈1 × 10$^{-5}$. The $^{12}$CO/$^{13}$CO ratio is 43 ± 6. The high-excitation rotational lines clearly probe the acceleration region of the stellar wind (≤2 × 10$^5$ cm) and put constraints on dynamical wind models. We are unable to fit consistently the combined ground-based and HIFI data for HCN and CN.
Conclusions. The derived H$_2$O abundance is reasonably consistent with recent chemical model predictions and so is the SiO abundance. The o/p-ratio of ≈1.4 supports a chemical formation under non-LTE conditions for the H$_2$O molecules, and the presence of carbon-bearing molecules at relatively large abundances is also indicative of the importance of non-LTE chemical processes in regulating the circumstellar chemistry. The velocity field derived from the molecular line modelling is consistent with that obtained from solving for the wind dynamics through the coupled momentum equations of the dust and gas particles.
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1. Introduction

AGB stars of spectral type S have C/O ratios close to unity (within ≈5%), and an excess of s-process elements in their atmospheres. These objects have for some time now been considered as possible transition objects from M-type (O-rich) AGB stars (C/O < 1) to carbon (C-rich) stars (C/O > 1), and are as such particularly interesting to study from a chemical point of view. However, there is a lack of observational data (in part due to their low relative number compared to the two other chemical types)

⋆ Hercules is an ESA space observatory with science instruments provided by European-led Principal Investigator consortia and with important participation from NASA.
⋆⋆ Passed away 14 January 2011.
A combined modelling of CO rotational lines in the far-infrared (from $J = 14 \rightarrow 13$ up to $J = 37 \rightarrow 36$ observed using the ISO satellite) and in the mm and sub-mm bands (from $J = 1 \rightarrow 0$ up to $J = 4 \rightarrow 3$ observed using ground-based instruments) of extreme carbon stars was performed by Ryde et al. (1999) and Schöier et al. (2002). The various excitation conditions of the modulation of their mass-loss rates during the past observed lines allow the circumstellar envelope (CSE) characteristics of the CSE (Huggins et al. 2009). Again, the interpretation is limited due to the lack of direct kinematical information.

In the detailed modelling of circumstellar $\mathrm{H}_2\mathrm{O}$ line emission for a number of M-type AGB stars, observed using the ISO and Odin satellites, the derived ortho-$\mathrm{H}_2\mathrm{O}$ abundances are $\sim 10^{-4}$ (Justtanont et al. 2005; Maercker et al. 2008, 2009). The recent analysis of Herschel data of the M-type AGB star IK Tau confirms this (Decin et al. 2010c). Such $\mathrm{H}_2\mathrm{O}$ abundances can be explained by a stellar atmosphere equilibrium chemistry. In contrast, to explain the detection of $\mathrm{H}_2\mathrm{O}$ in the extreme carbon star IRC+10216 (Melnick et al. 2001; Hasegawa et al. 2006), even higher abundances in the carbon star V Cyg (Neufeld et al. 2010), and the ubiquitous occurrence of $\mathrm{H}_2\mathrm{O}$ in CSEs around carbon stars (Neufeld et al. 2011), requires some effective non-equilibrium chemical process (Willacy 2004), the influx of $\mathrm{H}_2\mathrm{O}$ through the evaporation of icy-bodies (Melnick et al. 2001), or, as recently suggested by Decin et al. (2010a), the penetration of interstellar ultraviolet photons deep into a clumpy CSE, thereby affecting the chemistry. A study of the S-type AGB star $\chi$ Cyg suggests that this type of stars has an intermediate circumstellar $\mathrm{H}_2\mathrm{O}$ abundance (Justtanont et al. 2010).

Presented here is a spectral scan of circumstellar molecular line emission towards the S-type AGB star $\chi$ Cyg. The spatially resolved molecular line observations were performed using the HIFI instrument on-board the Herschel Space Observatory. They have been supplemented by a careful and detailed numerical excitation analysis in order to determine the physical and chemical structure of the CSE. This set of data extends the subset presented in Justtanont et al. (2010).

### 2. Observations

#### 2.1. HIFI observations

$\chi$ Cyg was observed in March and April 2010 using the HIFI heterodyne receiver (de Graauw et al. 2010) on board the Herschel Space Observatory (Pilbratt et al. 2010) as part of HIFISTARS, a guaranteed time key project. Some of the observations were already published in Justtanont et al. (2010) but are also included here for completeness. The final spectra, as recorded by the WBS backend and binned to a velocity resolution of 3 km s$^{-1}$, are presented in Fig. 1. The observed lines are summarized in Table 1. The setting refers to the numbering within the HIFISTARS project (which is retained here for ease of identification of carbon stars (Neufeld et al. 2011), requires some effective non-equilibrium chemical process (Willacy 2004), the influx of $\mathrm{H}_2\mathrm{O}$ through the evaporation of icy-bodies (Melnick et al. 2001), or, as recently suggested by Decin et al. (2010a), the penetration of interstellar ultraviolet photons deep into a clumpy CSE, thereby affecting the chemistry. A study of the S-type AGB star $\chi$ Cyg suggests that this type of stars has an intermediate circumstellar $\mathrm{H}_2\mathrm{O}$ abundance (Justtanont et al. 2010).

Presented here is a spectral scan of circumstellar molecular line emission towards the S-type AGB star $\chi$ Cyg. The spatially resolved molecular line observations were performed using the HIFI instrument on-board the Herschel Space Observatory. They have been supplemented by a careful and detailed numerical excitation analysis in order to determine the physical and chemical structure of the CSE. This set of data extends the subset presented in Justtanont et al. (2010).

### 2. Observations

#### 2.1. HIFI observations

$\chi$ Cyg was observed in March and April 2010 using the HIFI heterodyne receiver (de Graauw et al. 2010) on board the Herschel Space Observatory (Pilbratt et al. 2010) as part of HIFISTARS, a guaranteed time key project. Some of the observations were already published in Justtanont et al. (2010) but are also included here for completeness. The final spectra, as recorded by the WBS backend and binned to a velocity resolution of 3 km s$^{-1}$, are presented in Fig. 1. The observed lines are summarized in Table 1. The setting refers to the numbering within the HIFISTARS project (which is retained here for ease of identification of
Observed spectra of χ Cyg using the HIFI instrument presented at a velocity resolution of 3 km s\(^{-1}\). Spectral lines above the 3σ level are indicated by their molecular name (for transition information see Table 1). The spectral setting within HIFISTARS is indicated in the upper right corner of each spectrum.

In total we detect 30 spectral lines corresponding to 6 different molecular species (and a number of their isotopomers). Spectra in the same setting but at orthogonal polarizations (H and V) were averaged when possible, to improve the signal-to-noise ratio. In the high frequency settings (1, 4, and 16) only a part of the H-polarization spectrum could be used due to ripples, or a high noise level, in the remaining part of the spectrum as well as in the V-polarization spectrum. The absolute calibration uncertainty of the intensity scale is estimated to be (HIFI ICC, priv. com.) ±16% for HIFI bands.
1, 2 and 5 (480–800 GHz and 1120–1250 GHz) and ±32% for bands 3, 4, 6 and 7 (800–1120 GHz and 1410–1910 GHz). In the case of a weak detection, marked with a (:) in Table 1, we adopt an uncertainty of ±50%.

The spectra are dominated by strong rotational emission lines from common molecules like CO, H$_2$O and SiO, as expected for an S-type AGB star. Relatively strong line emission from carbon-based molecules such as HCN and CN is also present. Also, rotational lines within the first vibrationally excited state ($v=1$) of SiO are detected. The observed spectral lines are mainly of thermal origin, with excitation energies of ~50–1000 K (see Table 1), and effectively probe a large part of the CSE, in particular the warm inner regions.

### 2.2. Complementary observations

In order to probe also the external cooler part of the circumstellar molecular envelope, low excitation transitions (~5–100 K), from ground based single-dish (e.g., the OSG 20 m, IRAM 30 m, and 15 m JCMT telescopes) and interferometric observations (from Plateau de Bure) are included in the analysis. Combined with the HIIF observations essentially the full radial range of the CSE can be probed and, if present, modulations in the mass-loss rate and chemical gradients may be identified. The references to this complementary set of molecular line data are given in Table A.1, except for the PdBI CO data that are taken from Castro-Carrizo et al. (2010) and the PdBI SiO data from Lucas et al. (1992). The calibration of the intensity scale for these data have an uncertainty of ±20%.

In addition, the data used to produce the SED constraining the dust radiative transfer modelling are reported in Table B.1.

### 3. Radiative transfer analysis

**χ Cyg** is an S-type Mira variable with a period of 408 days (Kholopov et al. 1999). The revised Hipparcos distance (Knapp et al. 2003) of 150 pc is adopted throughout the paper.

The CSE is assumed to be spherically symmetric, and smooth, with an isotropic, radially increasing velocity field (keeping the mass-loss rate constant). For the molecular line excitation analysis well-tested, non-LTE and non-local, spectral line radiative transfer codes (based on the Monte Carlo and ALI methods), as presented in Schöier & Olofsson (2001), Justtanont et al. (2005) and Maercker et al. (2008, 2009) are used. The codes have also been benchmarked to high accuracy against other non-LTE radiative line transfer codes (van Zadelhoff et al. 2002; Maercker et al. 2008). The dust continuum radiative transfer analysis is performed using the well-tested and publicly available dust radiative transfer code Dusty (Ivezić & Elitzur 1997).

The best-fit models were determined from a chi-square statistic defined as

$$
\chi^2 = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \frac{(I_{\text{mod},i} - I_{\text{obs},i})^2}{\sigma_i^2},
$$

where $I$ is the total velocity-integrated line intensity (or flux density in the case of SED modelling), $\sigma_i$ is the uncertainty in observation $i$, and the summation is done over all independent observations $N$. This gives the total $\chi^2$ from which the reduced $\chi^2$ (which is a measure of the quality of the fit) can be calculated using

$$
\chi_{\text{red}}^2 = \frac{\chi^2}{N - p},
$$

where $p$ is the number of adjustable parameters in the fitting procedure.

### Table 2. Derived stellar and circumstellar parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Dust/Dyn</th>
<th>CO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$L_*$</td>
<td>8000 $L_\odot$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_*$</td>
<td>2600 K</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\tau_{10}^a$</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r_i$</td>
<td>$2.0 \times 10^{14}$ cm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$v(\infty)$</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>8.5 km s$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M$</td>
<td>$4.8 \times 10^{-7}$ $M_\odot$ yr$^{-1}$</td>
<td>$7.0 \times 10^{-7}$ $M_\odot$ yr$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Psi^b$</td>
<td>$2.7 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
<td>$1.2 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha$</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.5–1.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes.**

[1] Dust optical depth at 10 $\mu$m.


### 3.1. Dust radiative transfer and dynamical modelling

We start by modelling the observed SED using the dust continuum radiative transfer code Dusty (Ivezić & Elitzur 1997). The input parameters are the adopted Hipparcos distance and dust grain parameters. The dust grains are assumed to consist of amorphous silicate (Justtanont & Tielens 1992). For simplicity, the dust grains are further assumed to be spherical and of the same size with a radius $r_{gr} = 0.05 \mu$m and a mass density $\rho_{gr} = 3$ g cm$^{-3}$. The adjustable parameters are the dust condensation temperature ($T_c$, from which the dust condensation radius, $r_c$, can be calculated), the stellar black-body temperature ($T_*$), and the optical depth ($\tau_\lambda$; here taken at 10 $\mu$m) through the dusty envelope which sets the absolute dust density scale. In addition, the dust temperature structure is calculated self-consistently. The modelling procedure is described in more detail in Schöier et al. (2002) and Ramstedt et al. (2008). For $\chi$ Cyg the dust condensation temperature is only constrained to $\leq 1300$ K and we adopt a characteristic value of 900 K where the dust condensation is assumed to be essentially complete. The corresponding radius ($r_c$) is adopted as the inner radius ($r_i$) in the modelling that follows.

The dust radiative transfer modelling is in turn coupled with a dynamical model (solving the coupled momentum equations of the dust and gas particles) as described in Ramstedt et al. (2008) but with a few major updates. Most significantly, Dusty models now use the density structure of an expanding wind obtained from the dynamical model and the dynamical model in turn includes the correct dust opacity structure (from Dusty) for attenuating the stellar radiation field throughout the CSE. The dust-to-gas mass-loss-rate ratio ($\Psi$) is modified in the dynamical modelling in order to match the terminal gas velocity ($v_\infty$) as determined from CO observations. The two numerical models are iterated (a few times) between one another in order to reach convergence in the derived velocity fields (dust and gas) and dust density structure. This allows for an estimate of the gas-mass-loss rate from the dynamical model ($M_{\text{dyn}}$). The derived stellar and circumstellar parameters are summarized in Table 2. We note that the circumstellar gas velocity structure of $\chi$ Cyg is well represented over the full radial range (to within a few %) by a velocity law of the form (Lamers & Cassinelli 1999)

$$
\nu(r) = v_0 + (\nu(\infty) - v_0) \left(1 - \frac{r_i}{r}\right)^a
$$

where $v_0 = 3.0$ km s$^{-1}$, $a = 0.95$ and $\nu(\infty) = 8.5$ km s$^{-1}$. This is a significantly more shallow velocity law compared with that derived by Schöier et al. (2006a) for the high-mass-loss rate carbon star IRC+10216, where $a = 0.2$, based on a detailed radiative transfer analysis of SiO interferometric observations in...
the ground vibrational state and, in particular, SiO ro-vibrational lines in the infra-red by Keady & Ridgway (1993). In contrast, Decin et al. (2010c) derive $\alpha = 1.2$ from fitting HIFI line observations obtained for the M-type AGB star IK Tau, which is significantly more shallow than obtained from their dynamical model. All the results of the molecular line emission modelling below are obtained using an $\alpha = 0.95$.

The best fit model for $\chi$ Cyg is presented in Fig. 2 where the derived SED, dust temperature structure, and velocity structures are shown. The reduced $\chi^2$-value for the best fit SED model is 2.3 using $L_s = 8000 L_\odot$, $T_s = 2600$ K, $T_c = 900$ K (gives an inner radius $r_i = 2.0 \times 10^{14}$ cm; the instantaneous radius where dust formation is complete) and $r_{10} = 0.05$. From the dynamical modelling, a dust-to-gas ratio of $\Psi = 2.7 \times 10^2$ and a gas-mass loss rate of $M = 4.8 \times 10^{-7} M_\odot$ yr$^{-1}$ are obtained.

3.2. CO line modelling

Using the output from the combined dust radiative transfer and dynamical modelling we perform the excitation analysis of the CO multi-transitions line observations. The dust grains are distributed throughout the CSE and their absorption and thermal reemission of photons are taken explicitly into account in the molecular excitation analysis (Schöier et al. 2002). In total 10 (7 different) rotational lines are included in the analysis, with excitation energies for the upper rotational level in the range $(7 \text{ di}_i = 0 \ldots 7)$. The drift velocity, $\nu_m$ molecules, respectively. The drift velocity, $\nu_d(r)$, is taken from the dynamical modelling. The dust-gas collisions are then further controlled via the $h$-parameter, containing a simple combination of the dust-to-gas mass-loss-rate ratio and the size and mass density of individual dust grains (Schöier & Olofsson 2001)

$$h = \left( \frac{\Psi}{1.0 \times 10^{-2}} \right) \left( \frac{0.05 \mu m}{a_g} \right) \left( \frac{2.0 \text{ g cm}^{-3}}{\rho_g} \right).$$  

We let the $h$-parameter be a third adjustable parameter that can be constrained from multi-transitional observations due to their sensitivity to the kinetic gas temperature (see, e.g., discussion in Schöier & Olofsson 2001). Molecular line cooling is dominated by that provided by H$_2$O and CO, which are calculated directly from the excitation analysis presented here. More details on the CO modelling can be found in Schöier & Olofsson (2001).

The $^{12}$CO and $^{13}$CO molecular data, used in the non-LTE excitation analysis, includes rotational transitions up to $J = 40$ in both the ground and first vibrational states. For CO the energy levels, transition frequencies and Einstein A coefficients were taken from Chandra et al. (1996). The CO-H$_2$ collision rate coefficients are taken from Yang et al. (2010) and have been calculated for rotational levels going up to $J = 40$, covering collisional temperatures from 1 K up to 3000 K. The separate rate coefficients for collisions of CO with para- and ortho-H$_2$ have been weighted together assuming an ortho/para-H$_2$ ratio of 3.

Molecular line cooling (or heating under some circumstances) can be calculated once the level populations are known (typically this is done during each iteration after iteration number 5). Since the level populations contain all the information of the radiative transfer, a general expression for the cooling rate $C$ (in erg s$^{-1}$ cm$^{-3}$ and defined to be positive for net cooling) is obtained from considering all possible collisional transitions (e.g., Crosas & Menten 1997; van der Tak et al. 2007)

$$\dot{C} = n_{H_2} \sum_{\nu \omega} \sum_{i>0} (\gamma_i n_i - n_i \gamma_i) \nu_i \dot{\nu}_i.$$  

As the collision rate coefficients $\gamma_i$ and $\gamma_{ul}$ are assumed to be in detailed balance at the kinetic temperature, it is possible for net heating to occur ($\dot{C} < 0$) in the CSE, for transitions where $T_{ex} > T_{kin}$, due to strong radiative excitation in a hot external radiation field. Molecular line cooling in the case of $\chi$ Cyg comes from CO and H$_2$O and is calculated directly from the level populations in the excitation analysis. As the CO and H$_2$O radiative transfer is performed separately a first model containing only CO line cooling is performed. The kinetic temperature structure obtained is then used in the H$_2$O excitation analysis and its line cooling is calculated. This is in turn included in the CO modelling as an extra cooling term. For consistency, this requires iteration of the CO and H$_2$O line modelling, however, convergence of the kinetic temperature in this case is fast (within two iterations).

Due to the large size of the CO molecular envelope compared to the primary beam at the PdB interferometer the brightness distributions from the models were corrected for the beam pattern. The models were then converted to the $\omega$-plane and the same samplings as performed during the observations were applied to.
the visibilities from the model. This procedure is described in more detail in Schöier et al. (in prep.), where a large sample of AGB stars has been mapped in CO line emission at the PdBI as part of the COSAS large survey programme (Castro-Carrizo et al. 2010).

The analysis is carried out using a $\chi^2$-statistic (see Eq. (1)) based on the observed and modelled velocity-integrated line intensities. The best fit model has a reduced $\chi^2$-value of 1.8 and is presented in Fig. 3, where also the fits to the PdBI data are shown. The H$_2$ gas mass-loss rate is derived to be $7.0 \times 10^{-7} M_\odot$ yr$^{-1}$ (adopting a CO/H$_2$ abundance ratio of $6 \times 10^{-4}$) with $h = 0.08$, translating into $\Psi = 1.2 \times 10^{-3}$ using the dust parameters from Sect. 3.1. The half-power radius of the CO envelope is $3.5 \times 10^{16}$ cm. Using the same envelope parameters
we obtain a $^{13}$CO fractional abundance of $1.4 \pm 0.2 \times 10^{-5}$ (with a reduced $\chi^2$ value of 0.3; 3 observed transitions). This gives a $^{12}$CO/$^{13}$CO ratio of $43 \pm 6$. The best-fit $^{13}$CO model is shown in Fig. 3. The derived circumstellar parameters are summarized in Table 2. 

The line profiles are very well reproduced using a velocity profile following Eq. (2) with $\alpha = 0.95$, as derived from the dust modelling. However, once the best-fit model with $\alpha = 0.95$ was obtained new model results were computed for different values of $\alpha$ (keeping everything else the same). Although this is not a consistent procedure, it gives a feeling for the constraints on the velocity field set by the line data. It is clear that the CO line data puts limited constraints on $\alpha$, roughly to the range $0.5$–$1.5$.

The derived temperature structure and CO line cooling in the CSE around $\chi$ Cyg are presented in Fig. 4. CO line cooling ($C_{\text{CO}}$) is dominating in a region of the envelope from where most of the warm emission detected by HIFI originates. We also note that in the innermost part of the wind CO lines actually heat the gas. In the cooler external regions adiabatic expansion provides the dominant cooling ($C_{\text{ad}}$). This region is best probed by low-energy rotational line emission observed with ground-based telescopes. The heating is dominated by dust grain collisions throughout the CSE ($H_{\text{dg}}$ in Fig. 4), while the photoelectric heating is negligible for this relatively low-mass-loss-rate CSE ($H_{\text{pe}}$ in Fig. 4).

3.3. Circumstellar molecular excitation analysis

3.3.1. Fractional abundance distribution

For molecules other than CO the same modelling detail is retained. With the density and temperature structures already derived (for the gas and dust) the remaining parameters to be determined from the various molecular lines are their fractional abundance distributions (relative to H$_2$). The fractional abundance distribution is assumed to be described by a Gaussian

$$f(r) = f_0 \exp\left(-\left(\frac{r - r_0}{r_c}\right)^2\right),$$

as an approximation to a photodissociation-limited molecular envelope. The size of the molecular emitting region ($r_c$) and the initial fractional circumstellar abundance ($f_0$) are the adjustable parameters in the modelling.

In addition, the velocity field is adjusted ($\alpha$ in Eq. (2)) in order to see if better constraints than provided by the CO modelling can be obtained.

3.3.2. H$_2$O modelling

For the radiative transfer modelling of H$_2$O we adopt the ALI-method (Rybicki & Hummer 1991, 1992), which is fully capable of coping with the high optical depths present in the circumstellar lines from water vapor, also for low-mass loss rate objects such as $\chi$ Cyg. Ng-acceleration has been included to further speed up convergence (Ng 1974). Our ALI-algorithm has been extensively tested and used already for modelling of H$_2$O data from the Odin and ISO satellites and in preparatory work for HIFI (Justtanont et al. 2005; Maercker et al. 2008, 2009).

For H$_2$O the energy levels, transition frequencies, and Einstein A coefficients were taken from the HITRAN database (Rothman et al. 2008), and the radiative transfer include the 45 lowest levels in each of the ground vibrational state, the first excited bending mode ($v_2 = 1$), and the asymmetric stretching mode ($v_3 = 1$). The collisional rate coefficients are from Faure et al. (2007) and cover temperatures from 20 K up to 2000 K and all rotational energy levels in the ground vibrational state up to the location of the first vibrationally excited state. The separate rate coefficients for collisions of para-H$_2$O and H$_2$O and ortho-H$_2$ with H$_2$O were weighted together assuming an ortho/para-H$_2$O ratio of 3. In the modelling ortho-H$_2$O and para-H$_2$O are treated as separate molecular species.

The adopted extent of the H$_2$O molecular envelope is based on the chemical modelling of Netzer & Knapp (1987). For the circumstellar parameters of $\chi$ Cyg this value is $3.6 \times 10^{15}$ cm. After fixing the envelope extent only the initial abundance ($f_0$) is left as an adjustable parameter. The derived ortho-H$_2$O abundance is $7.0 \pm 1.0 \times 10^{-6}$ (with a reduced $\chi^2$ value of 0.8; 6 observed transitions) and a para-H$_2$O abundance of $5.0 \pm 1.0 \times 10^{-6}$ (with a reduced $\chi^2$ value of 0.6; four observed transitions). The best-fit models are presented in Fig. 5. The derived circumstellar o/p-ratio is 1.4 ± 0.3. The derived H$_2$O line cooling in the case of $\chi$ Cyg is presented in Fig. 4. Line cooling from H$_2$O ($C_{\text{H}_2\text{O}}$) is only dominating in a small region of the CSE very close to the central star ($\lesssim 6.0 \times 10^{14}$ cm). Finally, we note that as opposed to the case for the M-stars there is no strong o-H$_2$O(5$_{12}$–4$_{11}$) maser line in $\chi$ Cyg, most likely an effect of a lower H$_2$O abundance in an S-star.

Constraints on the velocity field are weak ($\alpha > 0$) within reasonable values of $\alpha$, i.e., there is a velocity gradient also through the H$_2$O line emitting region. Finally we note that there is an asymmetry in most line profiles (the line shape peak is slightly shifted to the blue) that is not possible to fit using the adopted circumstellar model.
3.3.3. SiO modelling

Energy levels, transition frequencies and Einstein A coefficients for SiO (for all observed isotopes) from within the first two vibrational states (\(v = 0, 1\)) were taken from CDMS (Müller et al. 2001, 2005). The Einstein A coefficients for the ro-vibrational transitions were calculated using the electric dipole moment measured by Raymonda et al. (1970). The collisional rates are taken from Dayou & Balança (2006) and were calculated for temperatures in the range from 10 to 300 K including energy levels up to \(J = 26\) for collisions with He. This set of rate coefficients was subsequently scaled by a factor 1.38 to represent collisions with \(H_2\), and extrapolated to include energy levels up to \(J = 40\) and collisional temperatures up to 2000 K. For details on the extrapolation, see Schöier et al. (2005).

The SiO line emission from the rotational transitions in the ground vibrational state is well modelled using a single Gaussian abundance distribution with a fractional abundance of \(1.3 \pm 0.2 \times 10^{-5}\). This model has a \(\chi^2_{\text{red}} = 1.6\) for one adjustable parameter and \(N = 6\), with the other adjustable parameter (the SiO envelope size) best constrained by the PdBI data to \(\approx 5.0 \times 10^{15}\) cm (Fig. 6). In this model, however, the (weak) line emission from the rotational transition in the \(v = 1\) vibrational state comes out a factor of five too low, and it is not included in the analysis. The best fit model is presented in Fig. 6. For the velocity field, the SiO line spectra only constrain \(\alpha\) to within \(\approx 0.3 \pm 1.5\). There is the same tendency for an asymmetry in the line profiles as discussed above for the H$_2$O lines.

One possible explanation for the weakness of the \(v = 1\) lines is that the abundance of SiO is higher in the warmer region closer to the star (Schöier et al. 2004; Schöier et al. 2006a,b; Decin et al. 2010b). This could be an effect due to adsorption of SiO onto dust grains in the dust forming region, that lowers the SiO fractional abundance further out in the wind. Including a dust model that takes this effect into account is beyond the scope of this paper and instead we limit ourselves to get some crude numbers on any possible chemical gradient in the fractional abundance of SiO in the inner accelerating and warm part of the CSE around \(\chi\) Cyg. Adding a compact high-abundance component with a characteristic size of \(r_c \approx 1.0 \times 10^{15}\) cm (where the abundance is drastically altered) significantly improves the fit to the emission lines in the \(v = 1\) state, while at the same time only marginally affecting those in the \(v = 0\) ground state. We find that a fractional abundance distribution that drastically decreases from \(5.0 \times 10^{-5}\) (in the inner wind) to \(1.0 \times 10^{-5}\) in the outer part best reproduces the observations. Such a model has a \(\chi^2_{\text{red}} = 1.2\) with two adjustable parameters and \(N = 7\).

In addition, three high excitation isotopic lines are detected, two \(^29\)SiO lines and one \(^30\)SiO line, in the CSE around \(\chi\) Cyg. The derived \(^29\)SiO fractional abundance is \(1.6 \pm 0.4 \times 10^{-6}\) (with a reduced \(\chi^2\) value of 0.03; 2 observed transitions) giving a \(^28\)SiO /\(^29\)SiO abundance ratio of \(8 \pm 2\). We obtain a \(^30\)SiO fractional abundance of \(7.0 \times 10^{-7}\) (with an uncertainty of \(\approx \pm 50\%\)) that gives a \(^28\)SiO /\(^30\)SiO abundance ratio of \(19 \pm 8\). The best fit models are presented in Fig. 6.

3.3.4. HCN modelling

HCN is a linear molecule with three different vibrational modes: the CH stretching mode \(\nu_1\), the CN stretching mode \(\nu_3\), and the...
The (quasi) elastic collisions ($\Delta J = 0$) between the hyperfine energy levels were obtained from the infinite order sudden (IOS) approximation (e.g., Neufeld & Green 1994).

The HCN envelope size of $\chi$ Cyg is not well constrained as no interferometric observations exist of this molecule. From the ground-based single-dish data we estimate that $r_e \approx 5 \times 10^{15}$ cm. Including also the two HIFI lines the fit becomes very poor. We note that this is due to the very low $J = 13 \rightarrow 12/J = 7 \rightarrow 6$ line ratio of 0.20 which is not possible to reproduce in a model with a single Gaussian fractional abundance distribution. For comparison, in the M-type AGB star IK Tau this line ratio is observed to be 0.84 (Decin et al. 2010c), more in line with such model predictions. Leaving out the $J = 13 \rightarrow 12$ transition in the analysis we obtain a good fit ($\chi^2_{\text{red}} = 1.7$; 4 observed lines) to the data using an abundance of $5.0 \pm 1.0 \times 10^{-6}$. The fit to the observations for this model is presented in Fig. 7.

However, as there is no reason not to believe the low intensity of the $J = 13 \rightarrow 12$ transition the distribution of HCN molecules in the CSE around $\chi$ Cyg must depart from that of a simple Gaussian. One possibility is that very few HCN molecules are present closer to the central star than compared with regions further out. If the HCN abundance is drastically lowered (by $\sim$ two orders of magnitudes) when $r \lesssim 1 \times 10^{15}$ cm we find that all the velocity-integrated HCN line intensities can be well modelled ($\chi^2_{\text{red}} = 1.6$) using an HCN fractional abundance of $\approx 6.0 \times 10^{-6}$. Currently, there is no obvious reason for such a peculiar HCN.
abundance distribution in the case of χ Cyg. Finally, we note the same tendency for an asymmetry in the line profiles as discussed above for the H2O and SiO lines.

Weak H13CN line emission is also detected by HIFI for the J = 8 → 7 transition. Adopting the same envelope size as for the HCN main isotope a fractional abundance of 9.0 × 10−8 (with an uncertainty of ≈50%) is obtained for H13CN giving an H13CN/H2CN ratio of 56 ± 28, indicating a 12C/13C ratio consistent with that obtained from the CO modelling.

3.3.5. CN modelling

We detect strong CN line emission from two of the fine structure triplets of the N = 6 → 5 rotational transition. In fact, relatively strong CN N = 2 → 1 line emission was detected towards χ Cyg from the ground by Bachiller et al. (1997). They did only, however, detect very weak emission from the stronger of the two fine structure components of the CN N = 1 → 0 line, suggesting relatively warm, or anomalously excited, gas. However, the size of the HCN envelope derived in Sect. 3.3.4 places the CN molecular emission in a shell at distances >5.0 × 1015 cm (assuming it to be the direct photodissociation product of HCN).

For CN energy levels, transition frequencies, and Einstein A-values are calculated from the spectroscopic constants of Klisch et al. (1995) together with a dipole moment of μ = 1.45 Debye from Thomson & Dalby (1968). Energy levels up to N = 11 in both the ground (υ = 0) and first excited vibrational state (υ = 1), including the spin-rotation structure and the hyperfine structure, are included in the excitation analysis. The collisional rate coefficients are adopted from CO rates.

In an excitation analysis where CN is assumed to be solely produced by photodissociation of HCN (adopting a Gaussian CN distribution centered at r∗ (HCN) and with a full width at the e-folding points equal to r∗ (HCN) following the results of Lindqvist et al. 2000), the derived line emission cannot account for the observed CN line intensities. If the CN N = 2 → 1 emission is used to constrain the model the CN N = 1 → 0 emission comes out far too strong and the model CN N = 6 → 5 much too weak (by about an order of magnitude). If the CN molecules instead are assumed to follow the same simple Gaussian centered on the star, as most of the other molecules, a significantly better fit (χ^2_red = 2.6 for 5 lines) is obtained adopting an envelope size of 1.0 × 1015 cm which gives an abundance of 1.9 × 10−5. Such a small envelope size is not consistent with expectations from photodissociation alone. This may indicate that substantial amounts of CN is produced close to the star, but the derived CN line profiles for the HIFI transitions (see Fig. 8) come out too narrow, suggesting that the lines originate in a region further out in the envelope. Also, we note here that the HCN modelling suggest, on the contrary, an HCN void in the vicinity of the star.

It is clear that the CN abundance distribution around χ Cyg is more complicated than assumed here and that the limited set of observations at hand makes it very hard to put any useful constraints. High angular resolution interferometric observations may help to better constrain the CN, as well as the HCN, distribution.

3.3.6. NH3 modelling

Here, we report an upper limit to the ortho-NH3 J_K = 1→0 line emission (∫ T_{mbd} dv ≈ 0.07 K km s⁻¹) towards χ Cyg that places a significant upper limit on its fractional abundance.

For NH3 the energy levels, transition frequencies, and Einstein A-values are taken from the HITRAN database. Energy levels up to J = 7 in both the ground (υ = 0) and first excited vibrational state (υ = 1) are included in the excitation analysis. Collisional rate coefficients are adopted from the calculations by Danby et al. (1988), for collision temperatures in the range 15 K to 300 K.

Adopting the same envelope size as for H2O, we derive an upper limit on the total NH3 fractional abundance of 1.8 × 10⁻⁸ (assuming an NH3 ortho/para ratio of 1).
The velocity-integrated intensities, used in the dust grains and gas molecule interactions are intricately interacting. In Sect. 3.1 gives a velocity field that can be very well approximated by Eq. (2), using $\alpha = 0.95$. This provides an excellent fit to the observed molecular lines as discussed above. However, using the molecular line spectra alone for constraining the velocity field values of $\alpha$ in the range $0.3 - 1.5$ are obtained, i.e., the lines observed here only weakly constrain $\alpha$. This may be due to a combination of things. The line emission normally comes from a relatively large region and hence the effect on the line shape of a velocity gradient in the acceleration region is limited. The high optical depths mean that self-absorption strongly affects the line widths. We note also that many of the, in this context particularly important, observed lines from higher energy levels have relatively low signal-to-noise ratios and are of limited use as probes of the acceleration region.

### 4.3. Molecular abundances and chemistry

It is clear that the molecular richness observed with HIFI for the S-type AGB star $\chi$ Cyg is not consistent with the results of equilibrium chemical models of stellar atmospheres, e.g., our derived $H_2O$, SiO, and HCN abundances require $C/O \leq 0.9$, $\leq 0.98$, and $\geq 1.1$, respectively, according to Cherchneff (2006). Only the SiO abundance is what can be expected from an S-star with C/O close to 1, and the $H_2O$ and HCN abundances are inconsistent with each other. The derived circumstellar fractional abundances relative to $H_2$ are shown in Fig. 9, and summarized in Table 3, which presents a chemistry (over the HIFI bands), comparable to that observed for the high mass loss rate M-type AGB star IK Tau, recently published in Decin et al. (2010b,c). Shock-induced chemistry (Cherchneff 2006) or clumpiness (Agúndez et al. 2010) may provide an explanation to the observed abundances.

### Table 3. Derived circumstellar molecular parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Molecule</th>
<th>$f_0$</th>
<th>$r_g^p$</th>
<th>$\chi^2_{red}$</th>
<th>$N$</th>
<th>$p$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CO</td>
<td>$6.0 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>$3.5 \times 10^{16}$</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{13}$CO</td>
<td>$1.4 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
<td>$3.5 \times 10^{15}$</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ortho $-H_2O$</td>
<td>$7.0 \times 10^{-6}$</td>
<td>$3.6 \times 10^{15}$</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>para $-H_2O$</td>
<td>$5.0 \times 10^{-6}$</td>
<td>$3.6 \times 10^{15}$</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SiO</td>
<td>$1.3 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
<td>$5.0 \times 10^{16}$</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{29}$SiO</td>
<td>$1.8 \times 10^{-6}$</td>
<td>$5.0 \times 10^{16}$</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{30}$SiO</td>
<td>$7.0 \times 10^{-7}$</td>
<td>$5.0 \times 10^{16}$</td>
<td>$\ldots$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCN</td>
<td>$5.0 \times 10^{-6}$</td>
<td>$5.0 \times 10^{16}$</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H$^1$CN</td>
<td>$8.0 \times 10^{-8}$</td>
<td>$5.0 \times 10^{16}$</td>
<td>$\ldots$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CN</td>
<td>$1.9 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
<td>$1.0 \times 10^{15}$</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ortho $-NH_3$</td>
<td>$&lt;9.0 \times 10^{-9}$</td>
<td>$3.6 \times 10^{16}$</td>
<td>$\ldots$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes. $^\dagger$ Adjustable parameter fixed by other constraints (see text for details).

### 4. Discussion

#### 4.1. Consistency of the modelling

The dust grains and gas molecules are intricately interacting in the CSEs around AGB stars, both radiatively and dynamically. Therefore it is of interest to adopt a model that is as self-consistent as possible. Here we have adopted an approach that is self-consistent to a large degree but with some deliberate choices to break the consistency. We have two important parameters, the gas-mass-loss rate ($\dot{M}$) and the dust-to-gas mass-loss-rate ratio ($\Psi$) as adjustable parameters in the CO spectral line modelling as well as in the dust/dynamical modelling. In the end the constraints obtained for these two parameters from the dust and CO modelling efforts are compared and their consistency checked.

In the present modelling of $\chi$ Cyg we find that the mass-loss rates differ by 30% and the $\Psi$'s by 60%, i.e., they are consistent considering the uncertainties in these estimates. For instance, Ramstedt et al. (2008) report mass-loss rate uncertainties by, at least, a factor of a few for a sample of intermediate to high-mass-loss-rate objects.

#### 4.2. Line profiles and wind dynamics

The velocity-integrated intensities, used in the $\chi^2$ analysis for each molecular species, generally agree well with observations. This is also indicated by the reduced $\chi^2$ values that fall in the range $\approx 1 - 2$, see Table 3, which indicates good fits. Features such as resolved optically thin emission, increase in optical depth of lines as the rotational levels increase and self-absorption features are all remarkably well reproduced considering the simplicity of the basic assumptions of spherical symmetry and smoothness of the wind. Also the acceleration of the wind can be well reproduced by the results from a momentum-coupled wind solution. However, there is a consistent weak asymmetry in the line profiles of the $H_2O$, SiO and HCN lines. This can probably be attributed to small-scale deviations from spherical symmetry and the presence of a (weakly) clumped medium.

Fig. 8. CN model (solid lines) for the S-type AGB-star $\chi$ Cyg overlaid on HIFI observations (histograms). Models have been scaled by the indicated factor (obtained from requiring that the velocity-integrated intensities are equal to the observed ones). This is based on a model where the CN abundance follows a Gaussian distribution with a size $r_g$ of $10^{13}$ cm.

Table 3. Derived circumstellar molecular parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Molecule</th>
<th>$f_0$</th>
<th>$r_g^p$</th>
<th>$\chi^2_{red}$</th>
<th>$N$</th>
<th>$p$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CO</td>
<td>$6.0 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>$3.5 \times 10^{16}$</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{13}$CO</td>
<td>$1.4 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
<td>$3.5 \times 10^{15}$</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ortho $-H_2O$</td>
<td>$7.0 \times 10^{-6}$</td>
<td>$3.6 \times 10^{15}$</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>para $-H_2O$</td>
<td>$5.0 \times 10^{-6}$</td>
<td>$3.6 \times 10^{15}$</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SiO</td>
<td>$1.3 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
<td>$5.0 \times 10^{16}$</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{29}$SiO</td>
<td>$1.8 \times 10^{-6}$</td>
<td>$5.0 \times 10^{16}$</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{30}$SiO</td>
<td>$7.0 \times 10^{-7}$</td>
<td>$5.0 \times 10^{16}$</td>
<td>$\ldots$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCN</td>
<td>$5.0 \times 10^{-6}$</td>
<td>$5.0 \times 10^{16}$</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H$^1$CN</td>
<td>$8.0 \times 10^{-8}$</td>
<td>$5.0 \times 10^{16}$</td>
<td>$\ldots$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CN</td>
<td>$1.9 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
<td>$1.0 \times 10^{15}$</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ortho $-NH_3$</td>
<td>$&lt;9.0 \times 10^{-9}$</td>
<td>$3.6 \times 10^{16}$</td>
<td>$\ldots$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes. $^\dagger$ Adjustable parameter fixed by other constraints (see text for details).
such a scenario based on current chemical models. Possibly, a shock-induced chemistry which is very sensitive to the physical conditions could be important, as the C/O ratio appears to only have a minor effect for S-stars (Cherchneff 2006). Also, clumpiness can possibly lead to chemical signatures that deviate from the expected (Agúndez et al. 2010; Decin et al. 2010a).

4.6. Isotope ratios

From the CO analysis we derive a $^{12}$CO/$^{13}$CO-ratio of 43 ± 6 and from HCN an $^{12}$CN/$^{13}$CN ratio of 56 ± 28. This suggests a $^{12}$C/$^{13}$C isotopic ratio that is higher than what is found in M-type AGB stars (Knapp & Chang 1985; Milam et al. 2009) and more in line with those derived for carbon stars (Knapp & Chang 1985; Schöier & Olofsson 2000; Milam et al. 2009). However, we note here that Hinkle et al. (1976) derive a $^{12}$CO/$^{13}$CO-ratio of 25 ± 7 from CO vibrational lines (i.e., from lines originating in the stellar atmosphere) and that Milam et al. (2009) derive a ratio of 33 from CO radio lines.

The SiO analysis gives a $^{28}$SiO/$^{29}$SiO abundance ratio of 8 ± 2 and a $^{28}$SiO$^{29}$SiO abundance ratio of 19 ± 8. These isotopic ratios can be compared with the $^{28}$Si/$^{29}$Si and $^{28}$Si$^{30}$Si isotope ratios inferred for the Sun (19 and 29, respectively), IK Tau (27 and 80, respectively, Decin et al. 2010c), and IRC+10216 (15 and 20, respectively). Thus, the $^{12}$C/H ratio is consistent within the mutual uncertainties.

Also, we find that line cooling from H$_2$O is only important in a small region of the CSE close to the central star (≲6.0 × 10$^{14}$ cm).

The circumstellar SiO fractional abundance obtained is 1.3 × 10$^{-3}$, more than an order of magnitude higher than what is found in M-type AGB stars (Knapp & Chang 1985; Milam et al. 2009). However, we note here that Hinkle et al. (1976) derived a SiO abundance ratio of 19 ± 8, and from CO lines originating in the stellar atmosphere) and that Milam et al. (2009) derive a ratio of 33 from CO radio lines.

4.7. NH$_3$

Recently, Menten et al. (2010) presented HIFI observations of the ortho-NH$_3$ $J_K = 1_0 \rightarrow 0_0$ transition for a sample of four oxygen-rich evolved stars. They report relatively high NH$_3$ abundances in the range from 2 × 10$^{-7}$ to 3 × 10$^{-6}$. NH$_3$ $J_K = 1_0 \rightarrow 0_0$ line emission has also been detected towards the carbon star IRC+10216 using the Odin satellite (Hasegawa et al. 2006). The derived ortho-NH$_3$ abundance is 1 × 10$^{-6}$. However, these works did not include the possibility of IR pumping via vibrationally excited states in the radiative transfer analysis. We find that including the $ν = 1$ vibrational state lowers the derived fractional abundance in $^{12}$C/H by approximately an order of magnitude. This suggests that the NH$_3$ abundances quoted in Hasegawa et al. (2006) and Menten et al. (2010) should generally be lowered by about an order of magnitude. The upper limit of 1.8 × 10$^{-8}$ derived for $^{12}$C/H possibly indicates that circumstellar NH$_3$ abundance is lower in S-stars than in other AGB stars, however the statistics are very poor.

5. Conclusions

Here we summarize the main conclusions reached in the paper.

- The observed HIFI spectrum, in the range from ≈550 GHz to 1.9 THz, of the S-type AGB star $^{12}$C/H is relatively rich in spectral lines from common molecules such as CO, H$_2$O and SiO (and some of their isotopologues). Carbon bearing molecules such as HCN and CN are detected at lower abundances.

- Based on the detailed dust continuum radiative transfer and molecular line radiative transfer that has been performed, we find no evidence that the mass loss rate from $^{12}$C/H has varied significantly in time during the past ≈1000 yr. The constraints on the acceleration region in the stellar wind is
consistent between the dust modelling and the molecular line analysis.

- For $\text{H}_2\text{O}$ we derive an ortho-$\text{H}_2\text{O}$ abundance of $7.0 \times 10^{-6}$. The detection of carbon bearing molecules such as $\text{HCN}$ and $\text{CN}$ is found in M-type AGB stars (Knapp & Chang 1985; Milam et al. 2009). The derived ortho/para-ratio of $1.4 \pm 0.34$ is significantly less than the high-temperature equilibrium value of 3, indicating formation of $\text{H}_2\text{O}$ in non-LTE conditions. Also, we find that line cooling from $\text{H}_2\text{O}$ is only important in a small region of the CSE very close to the central star ($\leq 6.0 \times 10^{15}$ cm).

- The detection of carbon bearing molecules such as HCN and CN requires non-LTE chemical processes to explain their, in this context, high abundances. However, we fail to fit consistently the combined ground-based and HIFI data for HCN and CN. Possibly, their spatial distributions in the CSE are different than assumed based on current chemical models.

- Many of the $\text{H}_2\text{O}$, SiO, and HCN lines show an asymmetry in the line profile in the sense that the line shape peak is shifted slightly to the blue.

- From the CO analysis we derive a $^{12}\text{CO}/^{13}\text{CO}$ ratio of $43 \pm 6$ and from HCN an $^{12}\text{HCN}/^{13}\text{HCN}$ ratio of $56 \pm 28$. These values suggest a $^{12}\text{C}/^{13}\text{C}$ isotopic ratio that is higher than what is found in M-type AGB stars (Knapp & Chang 1985; Milam et al. 2009) and more in line with those derived for carbon stars (Knapp & Chang 1985; Schöier & Olofsson 2000; Milam et al. 2009).
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Appendix A: Ground based molecular line observations used in the analysis

Listed in Table A.1 are the references to the ground-based molecular line observations used in combination with the HIFI data in the molecular excitation analysis performed in Sect. 3. The total velocity-integrated intensity ($\int T_{\text{mb}}\,\text{d}v$) is also listed for each transition.

Appendix B: Continuum observations used in the analysis

Listed in Table B.1 are the continuum observations used to form the SED of $\chi$ Cyg shown in Fig. 2. In addition, SWS and LWS spectra from the ISO satellite (obtained from the ISO data archive$^1$) are shown in the SED, however these are not used in the $\chi^2$-analysis in Sect. 3.
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1 Based on observations with ISO, an ESA project with instruments funded by ESA Member States (especially the PI countries: France, Germany, the Netherlands and the United Kingdom) and with the participation of ISAS and NASA.
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